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World-renowned scientist concludes: Covid-19 vaccine 
is a poison designed to kill billons without being detected 

Dr. Shankara Chetty is 
a general practitioner in 
rural South Africa with a 
natural science background 
in genetics, advanced biol-
ogy, microbiology and bio-
chemistry. He is now  rec-
ognized the world over for 
his successful management 
of COVID patients. He has 
treated 5000+ Covid-19 
patients without a single 
hospitalization or death. 

Through meticulous dai-
ly observations of his pa-

tients, he was able to discover a pattern of infection and 
immune response after the 8th day of the first symptoms. 
His “8th Day Therapy” aims at mitigating a possible 
overreaction of the infected person’s immune system as it 
fights off a “poison;” in this case, the notorious spike pro-
tein. However, the poison spike protein that makes Co-
vid-19 dangerous is exactly what the mRNA  “vaccines” 
are programming your body to produce by the trillions. 
These observations forced Dr. Chetty to conclude that 
we are dealing with a man-made bioweapon designed 
to kill billions of people while not being detected as a 
poison.

The following are excerpts from an interview with 
Dr. Chetty first published on November 4, 2021 (see 
interview at https://www.bitchute.com/video/Q5ulzB-
P3lzxX/):

“I think the perspective around what’s happening is 
vitally important. We need to understand what the aim is. 
Everyone knows that there’s inconsistencies, that there’s 
fear-mongering, that there’s coercion. But we need to un-
derstand why. Why is that there?

Now the most important thing I think for us to under-
stand is that the pathogen that was causing all the death in 
covid illness—now I use the word covid illness because 
we haven’t really isolated the coronavirus that causes 
it—but in covid illness, the pathogen is spike protein. 
And spike protein is what the vaccine is meant to make 
in your body. So if I had to give you my opinion as to 
what is happening on a global scale—and a lot of the 
work that I’m doing behind the scenes is in this direc-
tion—spike protein is one of the most contrived toxins 
or poisons that man has ever made. And the aim of this 
toxin is to kill billions without anyone noticing it. So 
it’s a poison with an agenda.

Now we’ve got an engineered virus and we’ve got a 
mandated vaccine, that follow on each other. So basi-
cally what looks like [what] transpired here, they’ve en-
gineered a virus and put on this weapons grade package 
onto it called spike protein. Now spike protein ... . So 
now we’ve got this most elaborately engineered toxin. 
Now it’s been put into a virus—or let’s call it a vector—
and we’ve exposed the planet to a small dose of it. Now 
initially spike protein triggers an allergic reaction, and 
the allergic reaction, if untreated, causes death—it’s what 
we’ve seen with Covid illness. But that is not the end 
game—that is to test the water. So you’re going to get a 

small percentage of people react, we’ll see all the deaths. 
The eighth day is when this reaction occurs, so basically 
isolate the planet for 14 days so nobody notices when this 
occurs, people get to hospital too late. We mandate proto-
cols in hospitals to engineer death and damage to steer 
all the fear and the risk that we need, we create all the 
confusion. We make sure we steer humanity towards mass 
formation. We take away all the—all the faith that we 
have, all the hope, we keep people isolated. So we’ve been 
conned into thinking giving away our freedoms would be 
the best thing for us, so the safest place for us was in jail. 
And that’s where we all are at this point in time.

But the game that they played with this engineered vi-
rus was to justify the vaccination of the planet. Now the 
vaccination of the planet will expose 
us to spike protein for a longer peri-
od. So spike protein, if we understand 
what it’s meant to do, yes, initially it 
will trigger an immune response, an 
allergic kind of reaction, and we’d 
have immediate deaths from that. But 
you don’t poison someone and they 
die immediately: you’ll notice the 
poisoning. So straightaway when you 
give a vaccine, the first 14 days after 
a vaccine any side effects cannot be 
attributable to the vaccine because 
that is where all the allergic reactions 
would lie. Following that we’re going 
to see the endothelial injuries [a thin 
membrane that lines the inside of the heart and blood ves-
sels] that this vaccine causes with its—or the spike protein, 
with its influence on ACE2 receptors. Those are the deaths 
that are meant to follow, and they will never be pinned 
onto spike protein—a very well-engineered toxin. 

Now spike protein is also a membrane protein, so the 
mRNA will distribute this throughout our body. It will be 
made in various tissues around our body. It will be incor-
porated into those membranes around our body, into those 

specific tissues. Those tissues will be recognized as for-
eign and will trigger a host of autoimmune responses. So 
the deaths that are meant to follow the vaccinations will 
never be able to be pinned on the poison. They will be 
too diverse, there will be too many, and they will be in 
too broad a time frame for us to understand that we have 
been poisoned. And I think this is the big plan. It is de-
pendent—this toxin is dependent on the host’s response 
to it, just like the eighth day and what followed covid 
infection of illness was dependent on a host response, so 
we got mild, moderate, and severe illness post eighth day, 
and it confused all of us. So we keep talking about Co-
vid pneumonia, but we’re chasing the virus, and the virus 
was just the vector to give us a taste of the poison.

Now this toxin in the long term is going to get people 
with pre-existing illness to have those illnesses exacer-
bated. It has bits of prion in it, it has bits of HIV protein 
in it, it is definitely engineered. So people with cancers 
are going to have their cancers flare up and we’ll say they 
died of the cancer. People with vessel injuries or predis-
position like our diabetics and hypertensives are going 
to have strokes and heart attacks, in the rest at varying 
times and will attribute those to their pre-existing con-
ditions. People are going to develop over time autoim-
mune conditions, the diversity of which will never be 
addressed by any pharmaceutical intervention because 
they are far too targeted. And so we’ve got a rough road 
coming. But I think if people understand what the inten-
tion is, then we’ll understand why what’s happened has 
happened, the illogic, the coercion, the suppression is all 
warranted if you understand that there is a bigger plan. 
This plan is to make sure that we can control and kill 
off a large proportion of our population without anyone 
suspecting that we were poisoned. 

And so I think the justification for everything we see 
is warranted in understanding the end game. We’ve given 

up our freedoms, we were told that 
jail is the best place for us to be se-
cure, so we willingly went down 
that road. Now today if we want our 
freedoms back, they’ve got a man-
dated vaccine. We were herded like 
cattle into a [pen] and the only way 
out is [by taking the vaccine]. And 
that is where we lost our freedoms. 
And so I think there’s a huge pic-
ture at play. The vaccines make ab-
solutely no sense. We were sold the 
vaccine as our savior from the start, 
and if we look at the science, the sci-
ence does not play out—the vaccine 
is absolutely nonsensical … . So if 

you take the vaccine, it prevents you getting severely ill 
or dying. It has no group benefit and doesn’t benefit me 
at all. So why am I being coerced into forcing you to 
take the vaccine to benefit me? … Now if they can prove 
a population benefit to the vaccine, maybe I’ll take this 
plunge for the benefit of humanity. But until that point, 
we are being coerced.”

Dr. Chetty’s 8-Day COVID treatment protocol is 
posted at https://drshankarachetty.com. 

by Dr. Ridgely 
Muhammad

NOI Research Group
NEWS ANALYSIS

Vaccine and syringe Photo: MGN Online

‘The illogic, the coercion, the 
suppression is all warranted if you 

understand that there is a bigger plan. 
This plan is to make sure that we can 
control and kill off a large proportion 

of our population without anyone 
suspecting that we were poisoned.’ 

–Dr. Shankara Chetty

Dr Shankara Chetty- South Africa 
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 –There was an overwhelming response to the July 20th article on Ivermectin, a safe, inexpensive medicine which has proven extremely effective in treating Covid-19. It can only be given by 
prescription. In response to numerous requests for information on how to obtain Ivermectin, we are providing the website which gives a nationwide list of physicians who will prescribe it. Go to: 

covid19criticalcare.com
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IMPORTANT INFORMATION ON IVERMECTIN

“They are making money now, 
plotting to give seven billion five hun-
dred million people a vaccination. Dr. 
[Anthony] Fauci, Bill Gates and Me-
linda [Gates], you want to depopulate 
the Earth. What the hell gives you 
that right? Who are you to sit down 
with your billions and talk about who 
can live and who should die? That’s 
why your world is coming to an end 
quickly because you have sentenced 
billions to death. But God is now sen-
tencing you to the death that you are 
sentencing to others. Yes, Allah is 
Great.”

The Honorable Minister Louis 
Farrakhan, “The Criterion,” July 4, 
2020

 
 The Covid-19  vaccine is being en-
couraged and enforced by the ac-
tions of certain financial institutions,  
primarily the Bill Gates Foundation. 
This entity  has taken the lead in 
the “Vaxx Attack” on Black people 
and all indigenous people around 
the Earth. The Satanic tentacles 
wrapped around President Biden, the 
Congress and Senate through tens 
of millions of dollars in contributions 
from  Big Pharma, have bought their 
silence and their support.  

The ‘Vaxx Attack’ on the World’s Black Children
by Sultan Muhammad

Nation of Islam Research Group

Among the greatest threats to the 
Original People of the Earth today 
are needles in the arms of our youth. 
Throughout the “pandemic,” the Cen-
ters for Disease Control (CDC), the 
National Institutes of Health (NIH) and 
several other agencies and alphabeted 
entities agreed that Covid-19 was 
nearly nonexistent in  children  under 
the age of 18. Suddenly there is an ur-
gent need to vaccinate youth, children 
and infants.

Interestingly, a group of Jewish 
rabbis, in an Open Letter to several 
governmental organizations, (revealed 
by economist and researcher, Prof. Mi-
chael Chossudovsky, September 16, 
2021), said the course of the pandemic 
reminds them of the Nuremberg atroci-
ties of WWII and that this pandemic is 
aimed at the children.

Here are excerpts from the letter 
reported on www. Globalresearch.ca:

“Ladies and Gentlemen,
“We, the survivors of the atrocities 

committed against humanity during the 
Second World War, feel bound to follow 
our conscience and write this letter… 
It is obvious to us that another holo-
caust of greater magnitude is taking 
place before our eyes. The majority of 
the world’s populace do not yet realize 
what is happening, for the magnitude 
of an organized crime such as this is 
beyond their scope of experience … 
.We experience a déjà vu that is so 

horrifying that we rise to shield our 
poor fellow humans. The threatened 
innocents now include children, and 
even infants. In just four months, the 
COVID-19 vaccines have killed more 
people than all available vaccines 
combined from mid-1997 until the end 
of 2013—a period of 15.5 years…
Needless to say”, they continue, “this 
is a multi-billion-dollar operation for Big 
Pharma … Pfizer, which is playing a 
dominant role in marketing the vaccine 
at the level of the entire planet, has a 
criminal record with the US Department 
of Justice. The national health authori-
ties cannot say: we did not know. Nor 
can they say that the objective is ‘to 
save lives.’ This is a killer vaccine. And 
they know it …”

Killing children is not unprecedent-
ed in the course of the Policy of De-
population. 

For example, Denis Halliday, for-
mer Assistant Secretary General of the 
United Nations resigned from his post 
in 1988, charging that the US sanctions 
against Iraq was a “… waging of war 
through the United Nations on the peo-
ple of Iraq. We are targeting civilians … 
Worse, we’re targeting children … ” 

And when Madeleine Albright, the 
then-American Ambassador to the 
United Nations was asked  in a CBS in-
terview about the loss of 500,000 chil-
dren, she said that the loss of 500,000 
children was “worth it” to bring down 
Saddam Hussein. 

The Honorable Minister Louis Far-
rakhan and his wife, Mother Khadijah 
Farrakhan, during one World Tour, 
shed tears as they witnessed the mass 
deformity of Iraqi babies who suffered 
not only from sanctions, but also from 
the Geneva Convention-outlawed 
phosphorus bombs dropped by U.S. 
attack planes.

In the United States, once  adult 
vaccinations were underway, atten-
tion turned to vaccinating our children. 
Right after the process to get  Covid-19 
vaccines “emergency use authorized” 
for children began, impatience started 
to set in. Before it  was  even granted, in  
a November 1, 2021 AP article entitled, 
“COVID Vaccine For Younger Kids 
Already Being Packed, Shipped,” re-
porter Ricardo Alonzo-Zaldivar writes:

“Anticipating a green light from vac-
cine advisers, the Biden administration 
is assembling and shipping millions of 
COVID-19 shots for children ages 5-11, 

the White House said Monday. The first 
could go into kids’ arms by midweek. 
‘We are not waiting on the opera-
tions and logistics,’ said Coronavirus 
Coordinator Jeff Zients. By vaccinat-
ing children, the U.S. hopes to head 
off another coronavirus wave during 
the cold-weather months when people 
spend more time indoors and respira-
tory illnesses can spread more easily. 
Cases have been declining for weeks, 
but the virus has repeatedly shown its 
ability to stage a comeback and more 
easily transmissible mutations are a 
persistent threat.”

When we look more deeply into this 
vaccination program of the youth, we 
find a more sinister revelation of what is 
already being executed around the world.

The World Health Organization 
(WHO) describes itself as an entity 
which “works worldwide to promote 
health, keep the world safe, and serve 
the vulnerable. Our goal is to ensure 
that a billion more people have univer-
sal health coverage, to protect a billion 
more people from health emergencies, 
and provide a further billion people with 
better health and well-being.”

A noble cause if you believe it. But 
one of the groups involved with the 
WHO is The GAVI Alliance, which is 
an acronym for The Global Alliance 
for Vaccines and Immunizations. It 
was set up by Bill Gates in 2000 as a 
part of his worldwide vaccine strategy. 
It has a similar noble self- description, 
“… a global Vaccine Alliance, bringing 
together public and private sectors with 
the shared goal of saving lives and 
protecting people’s health by increas-
ing equitable and sustainable use of 
vaccines.” 

In truth, GAVI and WHO are allied 
with COVAX, a global-private-phil-
anthropic collaboration whose more 
sinister stated purpose is to “acceler-
ate the development, production, and 
equitable rollout of COVID-19 tests, 
treatments, and vaccines.” 

According to WHO, their top 20 
donors for 2018/2019, were the United 
States with $853 million; the United 
Kingdom of Great Britain with $464 mil-
lion; then, the Bill and Malinda Gates 
Foundation with $455 million and the 
4th largest donor was the GAVI Alli-
ance with $389 million.

The two Gates entities gave  a 
combined  $844 million, nearly a billion 
dollars.

We have to mention here that the 
man who fathered and reared Bill 
Gates, William Henry Gates, was a 
heralded lawyer and philanthropist 
served on the board of Planned Par-
enthood founded by eugenicist and 
depopulation proponent, Margret 
Sanger.

Margaret Sanger opened the first 
birth control clinic (for Black women) 
in the U.S. in 1916. Sanger founded 
the American Birth Control League 
in 1921, which  later changed its name 
to Planned Parenthood in 1942.

According to GAVI, they have vac-
cinated some “888 million children 
… since 2000.” The world mapping of 
those vaccinated are overwhelmingly 
the African continent and so-called 
Third World Counties. GAVI claims 
that 537 million COVAX produced 
vaccines have been shipped.” 

GAVI reports  that 194 vaccines 
are currently being explored in lab 
experiments and animals.

They name 4 phases of their con-
tinuous work:

PHASE 1—32 vaccines are under-
going safety tests in healthy young 
individuals

PHASE 2—46 vaccines are being 
tested in broader groups of people

PHASE 3—39 vaccines are in 
large international trials to test their 
impact on COVID-19

PHASE 4—10 vaccines are being 
monitored in the wider population 
after being approved

IN USE—21 vaccines are currently 
being offered to the general popula-
tion around the                   world.

The Honorable Minister Louis 
warned humanity in Part 4 of The 
Time and What Must Be Done in 
2013, on the Depopulation Agenda:  

“Many of you reading these 
words cannot wrap your mind 
around a human that could think 
that the resources of the Earth are 
‘too little’ and the population is ‘too 
much,’ so ‘we must kill 2-3 billion 
people.’ Kissinger, and the U.S. 
government in agreement with him, 
decided that the people who would 
be killed would be in the Third 
World-but since this ‘culling’ has 
many ‘Third World people’ living in 
industrialized countries, it would 
start as well in the industrialized 
countries.” 

DON’T TAKE THEIR VACCINE!

lffl◄ l 
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Continued on page 11

W. ith t~e public tiring of the government and 
medta COVID lies and deceptions, and 

with "infections ' deaths and hospitalizations 
plummeting, authorities now claim that a "vari
ant" has appeared to revive world panic and fear 
to "boost" their depopulation-shot campaign. 

Even though there is no actual scientific test 
for "variants,'' authorities claim that the ' omi
cron" mutation bas appeared in South Africa. 
And even though doctors say it has "very mild" 
symptoms, it bas served to justify travel restric
tions, mask mandates, testing and quanrantine re
quirements and other civil rights encroachments. 

Omicron symptoms reported include fatigue 
and body aches-not unlike a cold or flu. A 
S. African doctor interviewed by Reuters said 
that "Most of them are seeing very very mild 
symptoms and ... We have been able to treat these 
patients conservatively at home." She also said 
that more than half of the patients she treated 
were• accinated ' even though only 6% of Af
ricans in the entire continent have submitted to 
the death "jab:' 

Adding to suspicions is the New York Times 
report that "Just days before the Omicron variant 
was first detected, health officials in South Af
rica turned away shipments of doses from Pfiz
er-BioNTecb and Johnson & Johnson, worried 
that their stockpile of 16 million shots might 
spoil amid insufficient demand." 

treatment for COVID-19 and physicians 
began prescribing the drug. This comes 
after Japan suspended use of about 1.63 
million doses ofModerna vaccine after 
contamination was found in unused vials. 

The safe and effective Ivennectin treat
ment is especially significant because 
the toxic "vaccine" has failed to do what 
manufacturers claimed it would do: stop infec
tions and stop transmission-it does neither. The 
only "benefit" they now claim it may have is to 
decrease hospitalizations, but Japan bas proven 
that Ivermectin is far better at that, for it to work 
it requires that ONLY THE PERSON WITH 
SYMPTOMS NEEDS TO TAKE IT- OT 
THE WHOLE POPULATION. 

Of course, there is no money in this for Pfiz
er Medema or 1$1, so Japan's success is being 
ignored by mainstream news outlets. 

"Angry" LeBron James Calls COVID Test "Fishy'' 
Yet Another High-Profile Vaccine Failure 

Megastar LeBron James wa~ criticized ~ few 
months ago when he declmed to public-

ly endorse the COVID-19 vaccine, saying the 
decision is a "private thing." When James was 
speaking up on racial justice issues whites de
manded that he "shut up and dribble." Now Big 
Pharma demanded that he speak-up and openly 
submit himself to an untested chemical concoc
tion of unknown ''secret" ingredients that the 
CD says is now responsible for an estimated 
19,249 deaths. 

COVID-19 in Tokyo Japan 
COVID-19 Hospltallzcd Patients 

Despite Big Pharma-funded media 
attacks on Ivermectin, the inexpen

......,_,...,._ 

Under threats of 
lost wages from the 
NBA commissioner 
Adam Silver, James 
and a reported 
97% of NBA play
ers succumbed 

___ ____, and took the shot. 
Despite taking the "jab" James "tested positive for 
COVID-19." ESPN reports that James has voiced 
harsh criticism of the NBA's covid "protocols:' 

"I just thought it was just handled very poor
ly .... There was not a follow-up test after my 
positive test. It was straight to isolation and 
you've been put into protocol. That's the part 
that kind of angered me. I had to figure out a 
way to get home from Sacramento by myself. 
They wouldn't allow anyone to travel with me, 
no security, no anything, when I traveled back 
from Sacramento. And then I had to put my 
kids in isolation for the time being, the peo
ple in my household in isolation for the time 
being, so it was just a big-time inconvenience. 
That was the anger part." 

LeBron James 0 
@Kl111Pames 

,. Something is REAL • 

4:13 PM· Dec 1, 2021 • Tw1tterforlPhone 

going on 

3,254 Retweets 2,866 Quote Tweets 33.6K Likes 

James becomes the latest in a growing list 
of high profile ' accine'' failures where ' fully 
vaccinated' people still contracted COVID-19: 
Chris Rock Khloe Kardashian, Jen Psaki Ed 
Sheeran, Jeff Bridges, Wendy Wtlliams Bill 
Maher, Melissa Joan Hart, Brett Kavanaugh 
Rev. Jesse Jackson and Reba McEntire. 

James Tweeted to his 50 million followers 
that the diagnosis appeared "fishy" (in emojis) 
to him, and certainly no one is willing to de
mand answers from Pfizer, Medema, J&J, Adam 

sive and obel Prize-winning drug, health 
authorities in Japan allowed its use as a 
COVID treatment in August and imme
diately experienced a dramatic decline in 
hospitalizations. Citing impressive results 
from other nations, Dr. Haruo Ozaki, chair- • 
man of the Tokyo Medical Association, 
recommended the use ofivermectin as a 

,...._--::-'.-::--:::---:'.".:::-.~::-=::.:..;.::=::...:-__,.,---,-----.::::===.!1 Silver, or Joe Biden for the snake oil failures. 
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Continued from page 10
~ 

"As I live, my desire is to destroy the so-called medical profession, 
because it is not a profession of healing, it is a profession of drugs." 

-The Most Honorable Elijah Muhammad 

Florida is now tied for the lowest daily 
COVID-19 cases per capita in the United 

States. State officials had been attacked for im
plementing a science-based approach to COVID 
treatment in place of the disastrous Bill Gates/ 
Anthony Fauci depopulation method of mask 
and vaccine mandates, lockdowns, and busi-
ness closures. That failed regime made Amer-
ica the worst-performing 'Western' country in 
the world, after places like Hungary, Chechia, 
Slovakia Lithuania, Slovenia, and Colombia, 
and actually 3.5 times worse than the global 
average. Americans fearing COVID would fare 
much better by moving to China, Afghanistan, 
Iraq, or ANYWHERE in Africa, than in Biden's 
America. Since Florida's governor appointed Dr. 
Joseph Ladapo as its surgeon general the state 
has become a model of pandemic responsibility 
and effectiveness. 

Io November Florida filed a lawsuit against 
the Biden administration over its employer 
vaccine mandate, which was slated to go into 
effect on Jan. 4 and would require businesses 
with J 00+ employees have their workers submit 
to weekly COVID-19 testing and mask-wearing 
if they don't receive the 'vaccine." The federal 
U.S. Fifth Circuit Court of Appeals issued an 
order days later blocking enforcement of Biden's 
OSHA rule. 

Kennedv Book Tallies Devastating 
Result of Fauciism on Middle Class 

According to author Robert F. Kennedy, Jr., 
'"Dr. Fauci's business closures pulverized 

America's middle class and engineered the larg
est upward transfer of weaJtb in human history. 
In 2020, workers lost $3.7 trillion while billion
aires gained $3.9 trillion. Some 493 individuals 

became new billionaires, and 
an additional 8 million Amer
icans dropped below the pov
erty line. The biggest winners 
were the robber barons-the 
very companies that were 
cheerleading Dr. Fauci's lock
down and censoring his critics: 
Big Technology, Big Data, Big 
Telecom, Big Finance, Big Media behemoths." 

Fonner 60 Minute correspondent and Em
my-winner Lara Logan compared Anthony 

Fauci to a Auschwitz concentration camp doctor 
on a Fox News broadcast: 

''What you see on Dr. Fauci, this is what 
people say to me, that he doesn't repre-
sent science to them. He represents Josef 
Mengele ... the Nazi doctor who ,lid exper
iments on Jews during the Second Worl<l 
War ancl in the concentration camps. And 
I am talking about people llll across the 
world are saying this. Because the response 
from COVID, what it has done to countries 
everywhere, what it has done to civil lib
erties, the suicide rates, the poverty, it ha.If 
oblitemtecl economies. The level of suffer
ing that has been created because of this 
disease is now being seen in the colt/ light 
of day, i.e. the truth, and people see there is 
no justification for what is being done." 

Fox_ host Lara Logan says that people tell her that Dr. Fauci doesn't 
represent science, but represents Josef Mengele, the Nazi doctor 
known as the "Angel of Death" for performing medical experiment:$ 
at Auschwitz: "I am talking about people all across the world are 
saying this" 

Logan was swiftly attacked by Jewish groups 
for making the comparison, but she "doubled 
down" on her statement. In a series of Tweets 
she exposed Fauci's role in funding Nazi-like 
AIDS drugs experiments at the Incarnation Chil
dren's Center in New York, where the mostly 
Black orphans were being used as guinea pigs, 
and over a period of several years. 

Logan cited the work of investigative journal
ist Liam Scheff, who revealed that experimental 
drugs were often force-fed through nasal and 
gastric tubes on some of the 532 children used 
in the study. Some trials were sponsored by dru~ 
companies, including Merck, BristolMyers 
Squibb, Glaxo Wellcome and Pfizer. 

Scheff wrote that "I reported several deaths 
in children, and although the mainstream denied 
that any deaths were due to drug toxicity, they 
admit that over 200 children died." 

To this day, Logan points out, Dr. Anthony 
Fauci has never answered for his and the NIH's 
role in funding these medical atrocities. 

Lara Logan @larologan • Dae 1 

The lncamatfon Chlldren's Center Investigation I Orphans Used ln Clink:al 
Trials, reporting by Liam Scheff 2003-2009 iccinvestfgation.wordpress.com 




